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Background
•The number of foreign brides increases tremendously in
Taiwan.
•On average, one out of eight newborns has a foreign mother
whose native language is not Mandarin.
•These children thus receive limited input of Mandarin. It
calls for concern whether this will affect their acquisition of
Mandarin.
•Mandarin is the common language for communication and the
medium of instruction in Taiwan.
•Limited proficiency in Mandarin will hinder not only personal
relationship but also cognitive development.

•Children of immigrants were found to use fewer words and
less complex sentences and initiated conversations less
frequently than their peers, but these studies did not point out
their language problems specifically.

Goal
The present study provides a record of lexical development
of children of Vietnamese parents comparing with
children of Mandarin speaking parents.

Participants
● The one-hour spontaneous speech
● Five children for Vietnamese mothers and five of Taiwanese mothers
● Aged 2-6 years old
● The elicitation task for classifiers
● the same with those whose natural speech sample were collected except two
children were replaced by children with the same age and similar background
●The participants were one year older after the collection of natural speech sample, so
they were three, four, five, six and seven years old.
●The adult control group consisted of the native adult Mandarin participants in Kuo
(2002)
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Discussion

● The lexical development of children of Vietnamese and
Taiwanese mothers show that the lexical development of
children of immigrants is not slower than children of
Taiwanese mothers as claimed in the literature.

●The study also reveals some phenomena about language
acquisition in general:

■Noun bias in spontaneous speech

■ The production of classifiers started at three years old
for both groups

■ First classifier–ge

■ Children’s acquisition of classifiers is guided by both
cognitive principles and frequency

■ The first cognitive basis they acquired is shape

Limitations

•The children in two groups did not match exact age in
months

•Due to the small sample size, the results may not be
representative for all the children of immigrants

Abstract
The number of foreign brides increases tremendously in Taiwan. Most of them are from
South East Asia, especially Vietnam. On average, one out of the eight newborns has a
foreign mother whose native language is not Mandarin. These children thus receive
limited input in Mandarin. It calls for concern whether this will affect their acquisition of
Mandarin. Mandarin is the common language for communication and the medium of
instruction in Taiwan. Limited proficiency in Mandarin will hinder not only personal
relationship but also cognitive development.
In this study, we focused on lexical development. We collected spontaneous speech
samples from ten 2-6-year-old children of Vietnamese mothers and Taiwanese mothers.
A noun bias was observed in the data. All the children produced more nouns than verbs
except the Taiwanese two year old, who produced about equal number of nouns and verbs
(17:18). This supports the universal noun bias hypothesis (Gentner, 1981) and against
Tardiff’s (1996; 1999) argument for a verb bias for Mandarin speaking children.
Younger children (age 2-4) of Vietnamese mothers produced more nouns and verbs than
children of Taiwanese mothers of the same age. When they got older (age 5-6), they
were exceeded by children of Taiwanese mothers.
Fifteen classifiers occurred in children’s spontaneous speech. The first one occurred and
used more often by children was ge. It was overused with nouns that do not usually occur
with ge in adult speech. The earliest use of classifiers was observed at the age of three for
both groups. Children of Vietnamese mothers acquired more classifiers than children of
Taiwanese mothers.
The results show that the lexical development of children of immigrants is not slower
than children of Taiwanese mothers as claimed in the literature. Due to the small sample
size, the results may not be representative for all the children of immigrants. The
differences could be caused by the mother’s native language or family support.
Vietnamese is quite similar to Mandarin. It might be more difficult for children of
mothers with a different native language. However, the results reveal that the language
development of children of immigrants does not have to delay. The successful cases in
the present study can provide hopes and good models. The reasons why some are more
successful than others are worth further investigation.

Methods
● The one-hour spontaneous speech –collected one-hour spontaneous conversation
between children and their mothers and transcribed with IPA in CHAT format.

● The elicitation task for classifiers--Twelve pictures were specially designed to elicit
the production of shape classifiers in Mandarin Chinese with two or more of the target
objects present in the picture

● The participants were tested individually at their homes. They were asked to describe
pictures provided by the experimenter including naming and counting the items in the
pictures

●Materials

Table 1: Descriptions of pictures in classifier elicitation task (Kuo, 2002)

Results
● The one-hour spontaneous speech
■Support universal noun bias hypothesis (Gentner, 1981)
■against Tardiff’s (1996; 1999) argument for a verb bias for Mandarin speaking

children
■Noun errors
■ TYPE frequency and TOKEN frequency

● The elicitation task for classifiers

■ most frequently used by both groups—ge

■Taiwanese group–shape classifiers

■ Vietnamese group produced other variety of classifiers in addition to shape
classifiers
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Table 6: Classifiers elicited from
children of Vietnamese mothers and
Taiwanese mothers

Figure 1: Number of nouns and
verbs produced by children

Figure 2: Number of adjectives
produced by children

Number of adjectives by age
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Table 2: The mean proportion of
nouns in each semantic category
in Vietnamese and Taiwanese
groups

Table 3: The mean proportion of verbs
in each semantic category in
Vietnamese and Taiwanese groups

Table 5: Classifiers in the spontaneous
speech by children with Vietnamese
mothers and Taiwanese mothers

Table 4: Adjectives in the spontaneous
speech by children with Vietnamese
mothers and Taiwanese mothers


